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SUMMER ASSIGNMENT: 
If you are planning on studying Film Studies at A Level, there are a number of tasks we 
would like you to do over the summer: 

TASK 1
Film scrapbook or blog
Start a scrapbook of articles about the film industry 
and reviews of films you are interested in. If you 
prefer, and know how, you could even start your own 
blog about films you are interested in.

TASK 2 
Watch a range of films
By all means view the summer blockbusters, but also 
try to extend your experiences by watching a film that 
has received good reviews but is not the kind of film 
you would ordinarily go to see. Why not go and watch 
a film in a foreign language or an independent film? 
Try and find them on Netflix/Amazon Prime (if you 
can’t go to the cinema). Please write a list of all of the 
films you have watched.

TASK 3
Write a short review
Write a short review (300 words max) of TWO of the 
films you watched for Task 2:

 • What did you think of the film? 

 •  What stood out to you in terms of the narrative, 
cinematography, editing, sound and mise-en-
scene? 

TASK 4
Watch some short films
Watch the following three short films (links below) and 
then answer the following questions on them:

 •  The Gunfighter (Kissack, 2014) –  
https://tinyurl.com/226k9vv5

 •  Pitch Black Heist (Maclean, 2012) –  
https://tinyurl.com/4hk7dnuh - need Google 
Login

 •  Swimmer (Ramsay, 2012) –  
https://tinyurl.com/z3ne7379

1.  What did you think of the film? What did you think of 
its narrative? Did you understand it?

2.  What stood out to you in terms of its 
cinematography, editing, sound and mise-en-scene?

3.  How does the short film create meaning and 
generate a response for the audience?
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